Hiring

Are you looking for an opportunity to help change the world by helping people learn and benefit from cutting-edge science and research? Can you be a strong regional leader and develop focused, comprehensive educational programs in emerging cropping systems technologies? Be a part of our dynamic UNL Extension team and spread our philosophy of “Know How, Know Now”.

UNL Extension is looking for a self-motivated individual who is passionate about educating agricultural professionals about emerging agricultural technologies that lead to enhanced farm profitability and sustainability. This is a full-time, non-tenure leading, faculty position that offices in Fremont, Nebraska, and serves the region. Criminal history background check will be conducted. Must meet driver standards according to UNL policy and have a Valid Driver’s License.

**Required Qualifications:** Master’s degree with one degree in Agronomy, Biological Systems Engineering, Agricultural Engineering, Mechanized Systems or other closely related field required. Successful experience teaching in a formal or non-formal setting. Demonstrated communication skills (publications, electronic or mass media).

Review of applications will begin on **01/27/14**. Position will remain open until a suitable candidate is found or search is closed. For a detailed job description, additional preferred qualifications and how to apply, go to [http://employment.unl.edu](http://employment.unl.edu) and search for requisition #F_130244.

Contact Rick Koelsch at 402-472-3935 - rkoelsch1@unl.edu or David Varner at 402-624-8022 – dvarner1@unl.edu with questions about this position.

The University of Nebraska has an active National Science Foundation ADVANCE gender equity program, and is committed to a pluralistic campus community through affirmative action, equal opportunity, work-life balance, and dual careers.